
  
Use of English Questions and Topics
The English questions typically consist of:
 
10 questions for the literature book
5 from comprehension
10 lexis and structure
10 word and opposite
10 word and meaning
5 fill in the gap
5 sound
5 stress
 
1) On Lexis and structure, The arms of Government was repeated. The register question that
looks like this
In Nigeria there are three arms of government, which arm makes the law A)—– i)legislator
ii) executive iii) judiciary, iv) legislative), and we have the judiciary who enforce and
implement the law, then the executive is elected and he chooses those he works with which
are B)—- i) ministers ii)representative iii) politicians,iv) , the executive is called C)—- i)
president ii)head of state iii) chief of service iv) , there are also upper chamber, house of
Senate with their head as chairman, the chairman is known as the D)—— i)majority leader
ii) president iii) and iv), while the head of the lower chamber, the house the representatives is
the E)—- i)minority leader ii) house of common iii) and iv)
 
2) when ummi heard the flushing sound of the toilet what she felt
A) agitated and frustrated
B)
C)comfortable has
D)
 
2)when the HOD ask her if she would like a drink what was he trying to do
 
3) what was ummi thinking when the Hod was sitting beside her
 
4) what was Ummi wearing when the Hod said other students should emulate her dressing
A) decently dressed with her hijab
B) indecently dressed with her hijab
C) decently dressed without her hijab
D) indecently dressed without her hijab
 
Adamu has always ___picking____me
a) been/at b)been/for c)been/on d) been/in
 
Some sentences asked to interpret
1. She dressed to the nine on her wedding..
2. The boy is for high jump by his father. …
3. Her mother asked her to hit the hay
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*Synonyms/Antonyms*
Diadem
Improbable
Ferocious
Fluctuation
Dilapidated
Paused
Receptive
Reprimanded
Symptomatic
Chivalrous
Exorbitant
Lynch
Prodigious
 
Find the stress pattern on
GERMINATE
REFRIGERATOR
DIRECTORATE
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THE LIFE-CHANGER
 
1. Unmi considers the HOD’s endearing salutation as.?
Ans Suspicious
 
2. By telling Unmi “Sit down my dear” the HOD has?
 
3. By asking Unmi if she would like to have a drink what was the impression on Unmi?
Ans: Her fears about lecturers might be true
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4. That you don’t volunteer information except when asked is something that
Ans: Something that Unmi taught Omar
 
5. By complementing his female student’s looks and attire, it is obvious that…..?
 
6. In the HOD’s office, Unmi was …..?
Ans: Dressed decently without a hijab
 
7. Why did the narrator say she was pressed?
Ans: She wanted an excuse to leave
 
8. After flushing the toilet Unmi felt??
Ans: uncomfortable and Embarrassed
 
9. Dr Johnson wishes students emulate her style of?
Ans: Dressing
 
The story in the novel is about____________?
a. Omar’s admission into University
b. Omar’s forehead Smartphone
c. Omar’s Jamb Result
d. ??
 
What Dr Davis did when he encountered Salma?
a) No confidence
b) unable to experience himself
 
Who among the children where logger-head (i.e. always dismissive)
a) Omar and bint
b) Jemila n Teemah
c) Jemila n Bint
d) Temmah n Omar.
 
What is the abbreviation for examinations malpractice as used in the passage?
Answer: EMAL
 
Chemistry Questions and Topics
Questions were drawn from the following topics: Organic Chemistry, Extraction of Sulphur
by contact process, Charles law, General gas law, electrolysis, fractional distillation of
petroleum, solubility, electrolysis, benzene ring, Radioactive
 
An object is heated from 30oC to 57oC. The increases in its temperature on the kelvin scale
is
A. 17k
B. 27k
C. 81k
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D. 246k
E. 300k
 
1) gas equations involving volume temperature
2) the electrolyte in lead-acid accumulator
 
3) oxidation and reduction reaction
 
4) Something on ammonium chloride
 
5) calculating the relative atomic or molecular mass of a metal. The metal was symbolised
with a letter carrying a +2 charge. current was 2A, mass was 0.199g, t was 5mins.i solved
and j got 64g .the options were;mg,cu,and others.i chose cu.
 
6) amphoteric oxide
 
7) constituents of duralumin
 
8) a boy is between to mirror inclined to each other at angle 60 to each .calculate the no of
images produced.
 
9) on capacitance
 
10) resonance frequency and length
 
11) driving mirrors are
a.parralel
a.parralel
b.concave
c.convex
d.parabolic
 
12) electrolysis simple calculations
 
13) radioactivity the atomic no of an element released during an uranium (mass no=234,
atomic no=92) with an alpha particle is…
 
14) voltage of inductance and capacitor
 
15) power, energy and cost
 
16) magnification
 
17) equilibrium
 
18) astronomical lens
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19) wave length, frequency
 
20) relationship btw linear velocity, angular velocity and radius
 
Physics Questions and Topics
Questions were drawn from these topics: reactance, induction, capacitor, power, gravitation,
gravitation, capacitors, power, induction, pinhole camera, lens, velocity-time graph,
electrolysis, resistance, force quantity
 
1. Calculations involving Current, Resistance and Voltage(V=IR)
 
2. Calculation for potential energy
 
3. Calculation for The Resistance, when giving Power and Voltage (came out Twice)
W=V²/R
 
4. Calculations involving echo (v=2d/t)
 
5. Friction in liquids is?
Ans: Viscosity
 
6. Calculate for Mechanical advantage when given load and effort
 
7. Calculate for increase in length when given linear expansivity, temp change and original
length 
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